A Virtual
Health and Welfare Heritage Walk.
Presented by The Grantown Society

A walk for every season, through time
and for all interested abilities and all ages
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As a virtual walk we journey through time and through every season. It is for anyone
interested of whatever age or ability. It is a reminder of the wonderful heritage we have, our
varied climate and our modern health and welfare services. It is a reminder of how important
is fresh water in a world where 800 children still die from drinking dirty water every day.

As well as virtual this makes a fine walk with plenty of variety and a great deal of interest.
Given good weather a fine day and a stout pair of shoes it is quite possible also to go out and
enjoy this walk on your own or with friend. It is a full half day excursion as it is just over 8
miles long though with mostly easy going on good well made paths and roads.
An advert in the press on April 15th 1765
invited those “sufficiently recommended and
attested to as to Character and Ability” to
settle in the proposed new town at Faevoit –
“a good pleasant country .. well
accommodated with all Materials for Building
.. and plenty of Moss and other Firing”
with good soil and fine water.
On the face of it a healthy place to settle.
The town grew and prospered, and its
status was recognised a year later by the
Regality Cross and the establishment of the new town
transfer of the Regality Cross from Old
Grantown to the New town – and subsequently mysteriously lost and then replaced 250
years later by The Grantown Society.
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Close by, what became the Garth Hotel,
was built originally in 1769 for the laird’s
factor, It became a woollen manufactory
and then the home of Grantown’s first
resident doctor. This was James Moffat
whose lodgings consisted of “a room, shop
and cellar: rent at Martinmas 1787 £1.15s.”
He was soon succeeded by Dr Alexander
Grant of Elgin, an unemployed naval
The Garth on Castle Road from an old postcard
surgeon with the princely annual salary of
£25 plus free accommodation and a
garden. He did, though, have for his potential business
the surrounding country centred on Grantown “betwixt Keith, Elgin, Inverness and Perth.”
After only four years in post he was recalled to the navy and was replaced by Dr Robert
Stewart a retired army surgeon who became surgeon to the Grantown Volunteers,
married locally and with, by now, the whole of the house. He died, alas, in 1810 aged
only 39. Many illustrious physicians, resident in the town, have followed these three, all
creating an important and fascinating strand in Grantown’s medical history.
The new town’s original water supply
was the burn running through the East
End. It was an important site for
Grantown’s linen industry. The burn
was diverted many years later but
remembered by the name “Burnfield”.
Down the ages the purity of the water
supply was a vital asset in maintaining
health in the Highlands. The story of
Grantown’s health is entwined with the
story of its water supply and its
abundant sources of pure water.
Burnfield: health and hazard
Beside the toilet block can be found a
drinking fountain gifted to the town
many many years before today’s trend of sudpplying free and clean drinking water in
shops, offices and other public places. Its inscription is still visible. However, not all the
industries established could be described as healthy. William Findlay carried on a tanning
business in Burnfield … and “finding it disagreeable to the inhabitants” stated that he would
willingly move the tan-yard to “the low end of Black
Park”ie what is now the primary School playing field. Sir James Grant promptly agreed
saying “my Coach horses would scarcely pass it when I was down last.”
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For those who want to
take part in healthy
exercise through sport,
Grantown’s
sporting
quarter provides tennis
and bowls, football and
golf, shinty and athletics
on the school field and
swimming, badminton
and multisports in the
leisure centre. It acts as
a focal point, too, for
other sports such as
orienteering,
walking
and cycling to say nothing of skiing and sledging on the golf course in winter. Far beyond
what might be expected for a town of Grantown’s size, many of these sports claim national
and international champions.
A 100years after the town’s
foundation, following the coming
of the railway and Victoria and
Albert’s “never to be forgotten”
visit (the first time the monarch
had ever stayed in a public inn),
the town was becoming a
fashionable tourist resort – noted
for its fine walks and clean air. It
was described by one eminent
Victorian Scottish physician and
A tourist destination noted for its fine walks.
pathologist as the “Sanatorium”
of the British Isles”.
Another
medic commented “Strathspey air suits both extremes of life. Infants and young children
thrive on it. Consumptive, rickety and ill-developed children rapidly improve on it.
Octogenarians are common. … its purity and clarity are such that the tonic effect of the ultraviolet rays of the sun is never absent”.
By this time, it was noted that “there are no factories or chemical works to pollute the
virginity of this beautiful district” …It is “the finest nerve tonic” Because of the good air,
chest troubles disappear and owing to the gravelly nature of the sub-soil, rheumatic affections
are ameliorated.
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Lichen: air quality barometer
Most trees in these woods exhibit a luxurious growth of
lichens. Their sensitivity to air pollution means they make
great air quality indicators. The many different lichens in our
woods, show varying degrees of sensitivity to man-made
pollutants, such as sulphur dioxide.
Lichens like us, love and need clean air to be healthy.Lichens
are actually two types of organisms living together, a fungus
and an algae. The fungus makes the body that protects the
algae and the algae provides the food for the fungus.
During the pandemic restrictions
a great many have enjoyed being
able to take healthy exercise along
the almost limitless tracks and
trails in the woods and around
Grantown. “A Walkers’ Paradise”
as one earlier writer put it offering
to walkers the “freedom of the
compass” to roam.
Victorian visitors came on holiday to Grantown- taking their
daily walks there on account of thebracing air, pleasing scenery
and pure atmosphere. Not only is the climate claimed to be
good for one’s physical health
but also mental health.
One retired physician wrote
“No finer retreat for the jaded
business man can be found
throughout the length and
breadth of Britain. Here he can
rest quietly and peacefully, and rebuild his balance of nervous
energy.”
Ozone
Some of the woodlands are remnants of the ancient
Caledonian pinewoods. Much is plantation. Most are
birch and pine. Especially after rain the fragrance of birch
and pine is most noticeable. The eminent natural-science
preacher, Dr Macmillan of Greenock said that pinewoods
under sunshine, exhale ozone ideal for throat ailments.
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Having left the town, the first part of our walk through the Anagach woods takes us along
part ofthe Speyside Way, one of Scotland’s four official long distance routes.
Here we pass what was once Loch nageds(
loch of the pike) and beyond that Lag
nanCaorach (sheep hollow). Beyond were
the mosses where peat was cut providing
vital fuel for many Grantownians. Peat and
firewood were for long the principal fuel of
rich and poor alike.
All East End
tenementers (householders) had a lair in
Anagach Moss for their peat, and could also
Loch na Gedsand Lag nan Caorach
take home as many sticks from the woods
as they could carry. Peats were cast from
the Anagach “Mossie” until after a major fire of c1874.
On Saturdays and School holidays with barrows & bags some of the East End boys would go
down to the Spey for sand for the use of their Mothers in scrubbing the floors. Barrow
loads of sticks for firewood would also be taken home from the woods.
Much can be learnt of the countryside and its history and culture from the old names. The
Gaelic names tell much of the places and I would recommend John Halliday’s book on Place
Names around Grantown. As well we can find references to old names of mosses and
fields, gates and bridges: the Factor’s bridge, near the golf course named from being near
the moss where the factor who resided in Heathfield got his peats; Grahame’s gate named
from a grieve at the Home Farm; Gardener’s Peat moss where there was a mineral well.
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In summer the mosses are clothed in a mass
of bog cotton, otherwise known as cotton
grass, though neither cotton nor grass but a
sedge.
In the past, the seed-heads have been used as
a substitute for feathers in pillows and the
wicks for candles. The fibres were used for
dressing the wounds of
soldiers
injured
in
Bog cotton and Sphagnum
WW1.
The soft spongy moss is
sphagnum; mildly antiseptic with many uses such as dressings for
wounds as well as a forerunner of the disposable nappy. During
the 1914-18 war local school children gathered it for field
dressings.
Not only has the town been concerned with physical health and
the mental health – at least of its visitors - Spiritual health was not
neglected. Until recently the town had five churches though in
earlier days there was a long Sunday walk for some to the Church
at Cromdale which meant a ferry across the river. Beside the river
near the present bridge is the site of the well of St Moluac’.

Moluac’s Well is close beside
the Spey near the Cromdale
Bridge on the left bank just
opposite Cromdale Church.
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This well is one of several Holy wells in this part of the country. Many no doubt were in use before they
took on a saintly character and would have been a source of not just water but a great
many mystical cures. Moluag, the patron saint of Cromdale, is one of the Celtic
missionaries of whom there is some knowledge. His association stretches from Skye to
Cromarty and was probably the first in Scotland to plant schools
along with churches.
Silvered Water
As our path crosses the burn which helps drain the mosses it is
worth reflecting on the importance of water. It is without doubt the
world’s most precious resource and essential for good health. It has
also always had magical and mystical properties. It symbolises life
itself, consciousness and sensuality. It is central to baptism and
rebirth. It has the magical power to cure many ailments. It is in
mythology the life force of the Earth Goddess. Silvered water was
believed to have special properties. This is water taken, for
example, from a ford or below a bridge “where the living and the
dead have passed” and into which a silver coin had been dropped. This was well known for
curing a sick child, a bewitched stirk or counteracting the
effects of the evil eye.
Poorhouse Woods
On the 9th day of May 1848, the Parochial Board of
Cromdale“met for the purpose of building accommodation
for the sick poor of this Parish” By the 15th it had been
agreed to seek permission from the Earl of Seafield to
grant a site “at or near Lagnaguirach near Grantown” in
order to build houses consisting of six apartments each
with sufficient accommodation to contain two paupers
funded by “a Parliamentary grant in aid of
medical relief for the poor of Scotland”. We
know the buildings were thatched as only 16
months later the parochial Board reported on
the state of the poorhouses and that they were
in need of thatching. A hundred years later the
buildings were described in the Daily Record as
“Grey and dismal, they call this cattleshed a home
for old people. Rent is 10s a week.” The paper
went on There is no electricity. No indoor running
water. No indoor sanitation
….
Lady Jean
Turnbull was quoted as saying that 60 years
earlier her father, Dr John Grant, had
condemned the place.
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And so back to town by the main
road or by an alternative route
through knockenruaich woods
towards Heathfield and the
Grammar School.
By road we first reach the part of
the school site which is home to
the sports centre. Following a
massive local publicity and fund
From the poorhouse woods back to town
Either by the Cromdale Road beside the
raising campaign The Craig
Golf course or through the Knockenruich
Maclean Leisure Centre named
Woods and past Heathfield.
after the local Olympian cyclist,
opened spring 2007. The design
and construction of this facility provides a remarkable example of sustainability and energy
efficiency. From swimming to badminton, keep fit to indoor football it is assumed that from
a health perspective it is also a remarkable example of sustainability and energy efficiency.
Opening Grant House 1965

Past the school and reaching Castle Road East on our left is Grant House. It has 20 single
ensuite rooms, day care and now respite facilities. Opened in 1965 it provides a true home
for Grantown’s elderly in complete contrast to the poor houses whose publicity caused
sucha furore that resulted in Moray and Nairn Council replacing them with the new facility.
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Continuing along Castle Road East, the A939 towards Forres, we find what was the matrons
house dating also to the 1960’s. In a book by Jane Yeadon “It wont hurt a bit” we meet the
Matron of 1962 just before she headed off on a sabbatical to Canada. Far from being the
dominating ogre described in some sources she was gentle with a fine sense of humour.
“She spoke in a rain washed voice, so soft and attractive , it made you listen” and yet at times,
“She giggled like a schoolgirl” She had a flat above the staff dining room where she presided
over meals. She would appear so serene and unruffled, wrote Jane, she must have gone to
sleep standing up. She was “Royally encased in navy”. Her first words to the new recruit
were,“Hello Jane, we’re just hoping you can keep up these standards. Cleanliness in hospital is
crucial and the first line of defence in medicine.”

The story of the Grantown Hospital is well documented. It was planned by Sir Ian Charles
Grant Ogilvie, Baron Strathspey and 8th Earl of Seafield, when only 32, on the firm advice of
Dr William Barclay. The Earl replied to Dr Barclay’s requests, “If a hospital here could be the
means of saving even two lives yearly, one shall be built,….” He did not live to see the finished
building which was not only named after him but the work was carried on enthusiastically by
his mother who further endowed the hospital. The hospital accepted its first patient on May
13th 1885. 136 years later, it is soon about to receive its last patient.
In the autumn 2021 the much loved Ian Charles will close to be replaced by a new Strathspey
and Badenoch hospital in Aviemore.
The New hospital in Aviemore – winter 2021

The Grantown Health Centre is joined by a corridor to the hospital. It was officially opened
on the 15th of January 1972. Since then it has grown in size and function and is now destined
to take over a small part of the hospital, the remainder of which will be taken over by the
community.
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Lady Jane Grant much loved
wife of Sir James Grant, the
town’s founder.

The road beyond beyond the hospital and then the
West Porter Lodgeleads to Castle Grant.These powerful
members of society, of course, were themselves not
immune from common ailments. One of the earliest
references to a doctor in Strathspey was in 1621 when
Patrick Grant, chirurgiane in Cragane, “was given the
sum of Fiftie Merks monie by the Laird of Freuchie”. In
1662 there is an other account for drugs for the Laird’s
wife, Lady Mary Stewart, in her terminal illness.
In 1805, Lady Jane Grant died following an attack of
influenza. Sir James at that time recovered from
influenza but had asthma and in 1811 had a particularly
severe attack and in his health deteriorated rapidly. …
Dr John Grant , his factor’s son wrote extolling the
virtues of stramonium a herbal remedy. Stramonium,
commonly known as thorn apple is of the deadly
nightshade family. It has a history of use as a cure for a
variety of ailments as also as a hulucogen.
Meanwhile Sir James elder sister Miss Grant of
Grant fell victim to a common 18th century
complaint – alcoholism; a potential health hazard
which James did his utmost to eliminate.

Across the main road from the Porter lodge was
one of the many wells in this area. This one was
possibly Grant’s Well otherwise known as Robbie
McDonald’s well. It was the scene of a murder in
the days of Ludovick Grant, the Highland King Two wells were in this vicinity the other by
the bridge at the Achosnich road end. The importance of these wells is underlined by an
account of 1847 for 6 days work by Alexander Grant, Mason at 2/6 per day, “Belding and
Banking the Well at the Porter Lodge.

Now nearly 3 ½ miles into
our walk and we shall cut
through the Hospital Wood
towards the old railway line.
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In the woods above the hospital is the flushing pond sometimes
known as the Black Pond,an integral part of Grantown’s earlier
sewerage system..
It was in 1893/4 that a new piped sewerage system was
established with plans by DD Smith the plumber which are still in
existence. This was of great benefit for community’s health and
allowed for the town’s increase in housing and catering for the
great influx of summer visitors.
The 1863 Railway Cutting
From the hospital woods our route takes us along the old railway
line. Here there is interesting evidence of the medical situation
at that time.
Grantown has had a very impressive succession of chemists and more of them anon.
However, one was more concerned with the building of the railway than others as the
navvies laboriously cut their way through the rock using only “hammer and jumper” .
The chemist, William Duncan recalled. “The navvies many from Yorkshire were powerfully
built men brawny of arm and showing great endurance. It was
surprising to notice how many were troubled with varicose veins,
caused by the extreme pressure of the muscles in pushing the
heavy-laden barrows up the incline. The navvies got their medicine
and their medical attendance from their sick fund, to which all
subscribed. Certainly they did not need much medicine, but I was
surprised at the numerous prescriptions received every Saturday
for bottles of castor oil, prescribed by their medical attendant
unwittingly for their boots.”
Grantown is surrounded by
trees which of course in themselves are so valuable for
the health of the planet.
They have many more
properties however. The bracket fungi, not uncommon
in our woods have uses both in traditional medicine and
modern pharmaceutical research. Willow bark is the
forerunner to aspirin and aspen leaves were made into
an infusion often mixed with Sphagnum to ease sore feet
and weary limbs of travellers. Alder catkins are a source
of protein. The leaves of beech trees are antibacterial
and have been used as a poultice for burns. The list is
long and a study in itself. Highland medical lore is rich in
the use of these cures.
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Our route now takes us past the Dulaig Bridge crossing the Corshellacch burn and the road
to Dreggie. Dhulaig - the dark hollow. Dreggie – the place of thorns.

Just past the Dulaig Bridge, where the Dreggie Road runs alongside the railway line,
there is a bridge across a small burn which is the outlet from the Dreggie reservoir.
Whilst the bridge and burn seem insignificant they are key players in the story of
Grantown’s health. Grantown’s first piped water supply came in 1846 - apparently from
a “Copious spring of water which rises within a quarter mile of the
Square”. This seems to have been supplemented by water
from a reservoir higher up. The water was carried into town
by wooden water pipes: a business which exported pipes for
use under the streets of London. Samples can be seen in the
Grantown museum. Such a supply of pure water was
important to the health of the townspeople.
Many Grantown buildings were built using local stone. It was
from the Dreggie quarry, here, that stone for the hospital
was taken. Near the top the painter’s well, so called because
the painter (and photographer), Alexander Urquhart used to
walk to it and kept a cup beside it. When the quarries were
in work, the quarrymen kept it clean for their own use. Like
so many wells when not maintained, it soon became no
more than a stagnant pool.
Near here, built in 1836 though perhaps never operated, was
Grantown’s own distillery and in this vicinity like all others
the Howdy or midwife, the blooders and bone setters were important figures as were
other local “wise women” with their advice on cures which varied from snake and eel
skins, frogs and slaters and the fat from a roasted black cat to wet clothes and old socks.
Certain stones were believed to have curative properties, especially those rounded by
running water. The most famous such charm was that owned by GregorMacGregor,
known as Wizard Willox and “famed throughout the North as a red-coated warlock who
could remove spells from cattle and humans.” Standing Stones in this area are always in
the vicinity of water. There was, however, in the old Highlands a strong and learned
medical tradition. And of course there was .. and still is .. The ultimate panacea and
elixir, whisky – the very water of life.
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Our walk will take us close to the the site of the 1863 Grantown West railway station. It
was the railway which helped turn the town into a well recognised health resort embracing
the Victorian ideal of holidays and excursions for fresh air and exercise – for some at least.

As we approach 6 mile mark at the western end of our walk we look across the fields to
Craggan. Beyond is Laggan Hill and Ballintomb.
Beyond Laggan hill is Tom Tigh an Laighe – the hill of the house of the Doctor, the biggest
prehistoric cairn in Strathspey.It is said that every parent of an illegitimate child brought a
stone to this cairn. Sir Arthur Mitchell, the famous Victorian doctor, adds that “if all believed
this we should be obliged to conclude that there must have been many births and few marriages
in Duthil during the good old times”. Nearer is The Cairn, the new Strathspey distillery which
will produce in the future “the water of life”

Looking westwards to Craggan, beyond which Ballintomb and Laggan Hill.
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Through the ages, the health of the people of Strathspey was severely affected more than
once by plague, pestilence and famine.
The Duthil minister describes in 1792 in the Old Statistical Account for the Parish of
Abernethy the terrible years-long famine at the end of the 17th century.
He wrote:
“In 1680, as nearly as can be recollected, there was a famine in this and the neighbouring
counties, of the most fatal consequences. The poorer sort of people frequented the churchyard ,
to pull a mess of nettles, … being the earliest spring greens, which they greedily fed upon, boiled
without meal or salt. So many families perished from want, that, for 6 miles in well inhabited
extent, within the year there was not a smoke remaining. Nursing women and their babies were
found dead upon the public roads and ….
The account continues, “………… Numbers, to avoid the horror of their bodies being exposed,
finding the near approaches of unavoidable death, crawled to the churchyard, for the purpose of
more immediate interment in that the earth which had denied them subsistence.”
In those years it is not known how many died but perhaps one third of the population and
in some places maybe even half. Rentals of early 1700’s show “weast” or waste ie the land
was waste because they couldn’t find tenants and much arable ground went uncultivated.
One later author wrote It is scarcely surprising that such ill nourished people fell sick of a
mysterious disease.. whose outcome was invariably death… Strange fevers and infectious
running sores that even the oldest and most skilled physicians knew not how to treat, spread
throughout the land.”

The Duthil minister’s description in 1792 of the terrible years-long famine at the end of
the 17th century.
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Welfare was in the hands of the church and the estate, Successive crop failures in the late
18th century had a crippling effect on may owners.
By1789 Sir James was spending large sums of his own money on famine relief. For
example, he borrowed £1000 from Robert Grant, a wealthy clansman in London and put
his house in the Canongate, Edinburgh on the market for £600 and organised a load of
grain at Maldon on the Thames estuary in Essex. There was panic in Strathspey because
of its non –arrival at Findhorn – They feared it was captured by French. It arrived at last,
well into 1800, and the grain was carted to Strathspey to alleviate the crisis and thus
Grantown’s first soup kitchen was set up.

John McLaren grieve
at Castle Grant to Sir
James Grant of
Grant in Elgin on 4th
January 1800:
The p]e]ople about hear is sertnlayindeted To your
Honour for Ther lives. Head [it] not been for The
meal sent up [from Elgin] Ther [w]ould be
Corps befor this time.
The wart Stone iCures come in all forms and the cure
for warts is a good example. In the Inverallan
Churchyard beside the Spey there is a wartstone. It
is a lightly hollowed stone not far from the corner of
the wall. Such is its power, of suggestion at least,
that within living memory warts on at least one
youngster’s hand have cleared up after washing in
the water lying there.
Pictish Stone in
Inverallan

Old Font,
Inverallan

The stones of old Inverallan graveyard bear witness
to the health and longevity of the people
of Strathspey… that is if mothers survived
childbirth and once children outlived their early
years.
Although there is good evidence of considerable Pictish
activity in Strathspey we are only slowly learning of their
way of life, their beliefs, rituals and medicines.
What powers and magic did their priests possess,
what cures could they perform?
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A depiction of daily life at the Pictish-era monastery at Portmahomack, Easter Ross,
with a breakthrough study now revealing what its residents ate there
around 1,500 years ago.
https://www.scotsman.com/heritage-and-retro/heritage/diet-picts-revealed-breatkhrough-study-skeletons-2844874

Skeletal analysis has shown that a small pictish community,settled between 550 and 700 AD, ate a
healthy diet such as barley, with some animal protein such as beef, lamb and pork from
both farming and small-scale hunting. Earlier studies reveal that the commonest
complaint was degeneration of the spine. Those who survived to adulthood seldom lived
longer than thirty years. A man was old at fifty. There can, though, be little doubt they
made use of plants and herbs as cures for various ailments.
Bathing pool and Figgat’s Well
Back along the road by the river on the left is Figgat’s Well and opposite is the bathing pool, always a
popular spot for fresh air, cold water and exercise. Even on the coldest days of winter
there are those who take their daily swim there.
Figgat is a semi legendary figure shrouded in mystery – and there are several old spellings
and pronunciations – He appears to have been a Celtic monk who came to live and preach
in this area possiblyaround 1000 or 1200 AD. but more likely around 700 AD . Locally he
was known as Saint Figgat.
Figgat would have lived beside the well, drank of its waters and baptised people there.
Near here in later years there was the Figgat fair and an inn of which one writer said,
Figgat’s“ shrine had then reached the last stage of sanctity and become transformed into an alehouse”

There is also a St Columba’s well near Grantown in Glen Beg.
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And so back into town through the Kylintra Woods along
the old road from the town to old Inverallan Church. The
attractive wooden buildings in the woods close to the
skating pond are not holiday chalets but Grantown’s
sewage works (Technically the Burgh of Grantown on Spey
Water Pollution Control Unit opened in April 1972) – It
replaced two earlier sites one of which was in Anagach
Woods It is an important feature in this community’s
health. Whilst walking in the vicinity, though, on a hot
summer’s day this may not be the foremost thought on
one’s mind - rather thoughts perhaps of the tan yard
which got pushed to the edges of town because of the
smell.
West End Stroupie
Past the skating pond and through the park, close to the
silverbridge over the Kylintra Burn is yet another of
Grantown’s wells. Reid’s Guide of 1890 reads “… at the
West-end, beside the bridge, there will be found a Spout from
which ceaselessly flows a cool and refreshing stream” This is
associated with one of the springs at the West End of Town
(Hence the house named Springfield). One time the well
associated with the Spootie was Allan’s Well. It was around
the site where the Episcopal Church now stands and was
named after a weaver who lived by the bridge. There was
considerable correspondence in the local paper in late
Victorian times about the fate of the well – resulting in the
present 1900 structure by the bridge.

St Columba’s and St Anne’s
The Episcopal Church is one of Grantown’s five churches catering for residents’ and visitors’ spiritual
needs- and also as the notice indicates adapted also for physical needs.
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Back in the High Street there is further evidence of Grantown’s proud medical heritage.
There have been three chemists businesses in the town and many well-known and long
serving pharmacists.
Modern pharmaceutical chemists can trace the origins
of their work both to folklore and herbal remedies and
the cures of the ancient apothecaries who mixed and
supplied potions and pills for all manner of ailments.

LLoyd’s Pharmacy,
formerly MacGregor’s
The long-established Chemist’s
business then at 43 High Street was
founded by William Duncanfrom
Banff in the 1850’.
He was
succeeded by William Watson, of
Craig Revack, then by the colourful
Mr Currie, of Holmhill (who c. 1950
43 High Street
went off to run the Burghfield
Hotel in Dornoch which is now part
of UHI.)then lastly by Boots (long managed by Andrew Williamson, with John Dobson as
dispenser).
William Duncan dispensed medicine for Dr. Edwards who warmly greeted the youthful
chemist when he arrived in town, saying how pleased he was to see him and that now he
had someone to share the financial burden with. This was because the Doctor often gave
his services free, even supplying the necessary drugs himself!
One of Duncan’s hobbies was to record the rainfall in the town which he continued
throughout 60 years. As the longest serving rainfall observer in Scotland he was celebrated
for his ability to retain facts and quote measurements over a long period without reference
to his books.
In the early days of the 20th century, prior to National Health, the local chemist was
consulted about all minor ailments, and prescribed a cure, or if he thought the case
merited it, told the inquirer he’d best see the doctor. in April 1888 James Kerr, who was
also a fully trained Pharmacist, arrived and opened his chemist shop on The Square. Mr
Kerr was one of these old style Chemists who saved many a one from having to pay
doctor’s fees. Later certainly by 1908 he set up at 21 High Street the premises previously
run by a Draper.
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In the early 1900s James Kerr was most
notably known for his development in the use
of X-rays, taking it from a hobby to a useful
medical aid. He built a ‘Wimshurst’ machine
(which can be seen in the Museum). At that
time there was no electricity supply to his
premises. However, he could, by using an
electric coil, make a spark that could work his
21 High Street
X-ray tube.
As he developed the machinery, the local
doctors became increasingly interested and
began to bring their patients to him. His son wrote of a time when one of the guests in a
Castle Grant shooting party accidentally received pellets from a gun in his cheek. The X-ray
showed the pellets clearly and they were removed whilst the seven year old son was duly
impressed by seeing the pellets in a bowl of bloody water.All his life James had an
enquiring adventurous mind and had one of the first motor-bicycles in the area followed by
an early motor car.
A third Chemists shop was on the other side of the High
Street where the sweet shop is today– in the 50’s James
Bruce, followed by McIntosh and Mrs Kinnaird (Hope
McKenzie). Later it became Wright’s tobacconist where you
could even buy light fittings. The shop is now the Candy Coo.
A little of what you fancy is well known to be good for your
health!
Grantown has had a series of eminent and well-respected
physicians. Dr John Grant of Reidhaven has already been
mentioned in connection with the poorhouses.
The
twentieth century commenced with Dr Alexander Hutchinson
who practised from1906 to 1924.
Moving on from the High Street along Seafield Avenue we
reach Mount Barker, once the home and surgery of Dr John Marr MD. one of two rival
practices. The gate pillars were inscribed with the
letters DM on one and M D on the other. Later in
Mount Barker were the Drs Lindsay and Janet
Henderson. Lindsay was a former Edinburgh
University rugby blue. It was the Hendersons who
were largely responsible for creating the
Grantown Health Centre. Mount barker later
became a care home.
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The newest of Grantown’s three care homes is
Lynemore on Seafield Avenue just before the
caravan site. It is beside the path running alongside
the diverted East End burn and the Mossie itself.
TheMossie is rich in herbs and plants, many of
which would have been used in local medicine. Of
Lynemore Care Home
the best known today are perhaps dockens for the
relief of nettle stings and foxgloves generally
considered poisonous but digitalis a drug which has
uses for heart control. An infusion of Dandelion roots, a plant sacred to the goddess
Brigid, was used for stomach complaints. Comfrey roots were used to help mend broken
bones and the infusions made by the local “wise women” would – effectively- contain a
range of local plants and herbs.
At 8 miles we have almost reached our final
destination but first we pause by the redirected East
End burn and another intriguing story.
This burn joins the Kylintra Burn and here is another
mineral well. Again to quote Reid’s 1890 guide “At a
short distance from the Established Church there is a
Chalybeate Mineral Spring, which is not much resorted
to:” In the following years interest in the well was
awakened. It became a remit of the amenities
committee.
A wells committee was established.
Setting up a syndicate or a public company was
proposed and the building of a pump room. Analysis
was undertaken. Great cures were claimed. It was
claimed to be St Catherine’s Well yet there
has never been such asaintly lady
associated with this area.
Work was
undertaken to tidy up and make more of
the site. Alas. Following the renovation
work, an eminent expert was brought in
again to report on the quality of the water.
His report was so depressing because the
work had ruined the mineral content
altogether, that the Grantown Town
Council refused to pay the bill and were
The Mineral Well
pilloried in the national press for this.
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Next is Inverallan Church is closely linked to the hospital representing
memorials to a father and son and both cherished by the widowed
Countess. She declared that there should be no building on the land
between the buildings allowing a clear view of each from the other.
Back to the Square and dominating it is Speyside House,the 1796
Foundling Hospital which became the Grantown Orphanage. A
travellerin 1801 described meeting the 12 resident boys who were
eating a plain but plentiful supper. “They were clean and healthy neatly
dressed in green baise jackets, and tartan philibegs, and the smile of
plenty and contentment shone upon their faces.” The eight girls present
were dressed in linseywoolsey frocks and also looked clean and healthy.
The orphanage, the only A listed building in any town or village in
Strathspey and Badenoch, was closed in 1975 and reopened as a
heritage centre in 1983 only to be sold by the District Council and converted into flats.

Stonefield House

Next to the Orphanage is Stonefield. Here was the practice of Marr’s rival Dr Williams
whose assistant was Dr Cockburn both prominent figures in the community. Opposite at
the east end of the Seafield Estate office block lived Dr William Barclay on whose insistence
the hospital was built. He was given free tenancy of the house on condition he remained
superintendant of the hospital. He was 60 years a GP in Grantown and still practicing until
1939 aged over 80 and well regarded in the town.
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To conclude our virtual
walk we celebrate
another new water
supply.
For long the townspeople
had no running water in
their houses. Water was
fetched from draw wells,
and pumps at various
places in the town. Most
notably there was one in
the
Square.
This
The pump in the Square
attracted the young lads
of the town in order assist
with fetching water – not for the benefit of their mothers but of daughters who would have
been sent to carry it.
The pump even collected its own “ode to a Pump in Grantown’s Square” by James Horne in
1885.
Auld wives loudly laud thee for thy water palatable,
Young men loudly laud thee for something less reputable
According to The Grantown Supplement of July 9th 1881:The most important undertaking in
the history of the village has been brought to a successful close, and now is the winter of our
discontent made glorious summer by the introduction of a copious supply of water from one of
the finest natural springs in the country. The turning on of the water was performed with befitting
ceremony in the afternoon of Saturday last. A temporary fountain was constructed in the Square
opposite Messrs Macdougall’s who bore the expense of the erection, and a tree done with ferns
and heather and otherwise appropriately decorated was placed at either side, bearing suspended
between a scroll with suitable inscription. Various flags were hung along the street, and during
the ceremony of opening merchants closed their respective places of business. The Villagers
having assembled in the Square, marched in procession, headed by the Volunteer Band, to the
Dhulaig, where Rev Dr Thomson having offered up an appropriate prayer John Grant, Esq, of
Inverdruie opened the works in the presence of between 800 and 900 spectators. There followed
a banquet of wine and cake in the Grant Arms to which a large number of gentlemen met ….
Fewer than otherwise might have been expected owing to a misunderstanding.
Controversially today’s clean fresh healthy water, - appropriated sterilised and according to
one farmer at the time not even fit for his cattle to drink – comes from boreholes at Kinakyle
just south of Aviemore. Previously and equally contraversially it came from Loch Einich.
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Grantown has a fine heritage in its
provision of health and welfare services.
This walk has only touched on a few
aspects and no reference to the carers,
nurses, the consultants and specialists,
the social workers, the
ambulance
drivers and paramedics to name but a
few
of
the
important
relevant
professions. Each story here could fill a
chapter in a book if not the whole book
itself. 2020 and 2021 have just added
another chapter with a special place for
all the volunteers.
The times have
changed and will be forever different.
Just one example might suffice to sum up
the changes. In the days when the Ian
Charles Hospital was expected to remain
for ever and had maternity services; in
the days when thee were family doctors,
one Sunday morning a young teacher,
awaiting the birth of his next child was
running a football training session for youngsters in the black park. At one point the game
was stopped by a family doctor who had brought the news that it was a son and the child
and his mother were both well.

The end of one day and awaiting a new dawn
With thanks to all those who made this presentation possible
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